Satisfaction Guaranteed
Idioms and Expressions

1. _____ satisfaction guaranteed
2. _____ just right
3. _____ in a jam
4. _____ make a mad dash
5. _____ under pressure
6. _____ all worthwhile
7. _____ satisfied client
8. _____ what sort of
9. _____ handle a matter
10. _____ bar association
11. _____ referral service
12. _____ tend to
13. _____ modest fee
14. _____ make it clear
15. _____ legal aid society

A. the kind of
B. an organization that offers legal services at a low price depending on your income
C. if you are not happy with the good or services, your money will be returned to you
D. to deal with a concern or problem
E. accurate or good for you
F. explain well
G. in trouble
H. a price that isn’t very expensive
I. the professional group for lawyers
J. rush or hurry
K. be likely to
L. stressed
M. a place that recommends or gives references for professionals
N. a customer who is happy with the services or product
O. the result is equal to or better than the time invested in it